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Ode to Clouds
Clouds aren’t real, and I don’t know why I love them, but I do. Well, not love, perhaps
admiration or awe of disbelief is best to say. Since I was a child I never thought they
looked real, I have no idea what real clouds were supposed to look like – but it wasn’t
this. Here were shapes, and textures, and colours, and sizes, you didn’t find on planet
earth. Way up filling the sky were these creatures, moving in herds or wandering on
their own, alive yet aimless. And if they’re not creatures, as I hear many of you say,
then have you ever seen water look so beautiful? Constantly here, on the ground, we
look through it, blame it when it gets in our way, on our stuff, in our shoes; unless it is
=
clear across sandy beaches we don’t want to be fussed by it. Then it goes away. When
it does we cry out for it, say it wasn’t our fault, as if we had never wished it gone. Then
there are clouds. There, water becomes purple and orange and yellow and blue and
green and grey and white. A paint set bleeding together.
So that’s what I did. I painted, and painted, and painted until there was no
more paper or pigment to use. Then I took photos until the film ran out. Finally, it
stopped. The obsession quelled as an art teacher said no more, we’re moving on. Yet,
five years later the itch returned. It started as a conversation with a new friend: I was
once obsessed with clouds you know?
Staring at water, the way it looked like a video on loop accompanied with the
sounds of buskers along the Thames, I remembered. I’d seen you before, the small
droplet at the edge of the rise, the one that fell into the next wave. Your glisten of
blue was unmistakable. I’d seen you in a storm, years ago, only to be forgotten in my
black and white film. It wasn’t a grain in the photograph quality, it was you. And now,
like me, you’re here.
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After that I searched for you again. Staring off the edges of piers, and sitting on boats. At night looked
only at the water. Each time I crossed that bridge I glanced to where I had simultaneously seen and lost
you. It reminded me of Venice, where if you leave all the people behind, cross a long bridge, turn a corner,
keep going straight to the other side, you emerge into a long path, with buildings and alcoves to sit and
stare at the ocean. Like a painting come alive. If you could see an afternoon breeze it would be like that
water. It was the same that had transported those going to the first ever masquerade ball and the same that
calmed my friend as she ate her lunchtime pear. Yet, it was completely different. If the water cycle had
taught me anything, which in all honesty had not been a lot, it was that water constantly moves. But, that
doesn’t mean it disappears. It breaks up, divides, evaporates, only to regroup in the hills of China, the lakes
of Switzerland, and rainforests of South America. The immortal nomad, and when clouds appear it is just
the water relocating, on route to its next journey.
Yet we both end up here. Now I itch again - looking at that huge blank canvas they gave me for
turning twenty-two. I originally planned to paint water, a picture with symmetry, something new, but then
one afternoon I came home, ripped open the plastic and clouds appeared. Maybe it was something they
said that day, or that they know why I first turned to you, but I had to try again. Was it muscle memory by
now or would it take work again? Did the paintings ever look good or were they simply a coping mechanism? Used when my uncle had died, let me stare up above instead of at the world around. When no
thoughts could enter my head and stay more than ten minutes, I went to the aimless to find solace.
Some days I’m scared you came back. As if the past six years haven’t changed a thing, or maybe I’m back
to where I was. Yet, when I look at the water’s edge, and get lost in its heartbeat; one wave, two, one wave,
two… Perhaps you aren’t real after all, or you’ve changed so much it doesn’t matter who you were before – don’t we both look so different here and now? I think perhaps I can paint you again as I no longer
fear your perfection or the secrets you held for me. Maybe it is ok to fill my room with pictures of clouds
across the ceiling and images of water as my rug.
Now I’m stuck inside each day, the sky is completely blue, empty of you. I await your return, when
I can walk across that bridge once more for a sighting, or wander through fields to stare at you above me.
They may say I’m not right, or whisper about me behind the computer screen, and after all you may not be
real – only airplanes can touch you and they’ve all gone now – but I’ll keep waiting. In disbelief and awe,
you wander through my skyline when I need you, and creep out when I can look around once more.

Elspeth Walker
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Nothing is Lost
Nothing is lost in this diasporic life
lost language family, friends,
the shuddering flimsy boat crossing
to a new land new life new language.
Enriched though the lost cadences of
your mother tongue, the skin to skin
mother’s lullaby cradled in the new land
of freedom, food and new friends.
No, nothing is lost but a life regained.

Leela Soma

Pure tones
		Push- Tucker Lieberman

Bird song in empty streets
A high crystalline chatter
Fills the air. Do they know
What ails the creatures
Who lumbered below?
Before the sun turns again
Quotidian squabbles will
Push away those pure
Tones, beauty obscured
Behind life rebounding.

Phillip Berry
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					Future - Tucker Lieberman
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Art
(Tarot, Major Arcana XIV.)
The declining age first tastes like honey, yet its instant
the cramped and inflexible exercise of power
squeezes stinking secretion through
the pore billions of Earth’s skins.
The degenerate species are dying out. The Savior
is climbing on the lustfully gaping chimney of the caves
towards our Earth mother’s womb.
The universe: an umbrella.
Successive events: sewing machine.
The creative intention: dissection table.
What it’ll find is Cybele’s frog-headed, rotten fetuses,
their tales are arrowhead claws
(We lifted the processes
of the dead world to the vegetative level,
and indeed, fat homunculus
jumped out of the alchemist's cauldron,
but at a lower quality,
as its creator.)
The offspring are our caricatures!
The offspring are our caricatures!
The eternal mystery is research, experiment,
when Aethyr collapses into a magical orgasm,
and explodes.
The remains are a cooled off, lifeless cosmic spider web,
what for a moment, the charlatan
enchanted to live.

Laszlo Aranyi
(Translated by Gabor Gyukics)
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fermenting sweat, the constant human struggle,

Godless

For Mum

if you have any plans for July 21st-22nd—cancel them.
why?
We’re going to this retreat in Mission Viejo.
We?
Yes, we.
We just went to one.
Well, this priest is renowned…. I want you to get healed by his hand
Are you serious? I’m not going.
It’s your birthday…I don’t want to go at it again with you…You’re coming and that’s the end of that
I told you that was the last time. I’m not going anymore.
Then you can stop coming to this house…why bother?
Listen to yourself….so I if I go to this retreat, then everything is fine.
Always talking back to me…this is why you need to go.
I keep telling you these, retreats, don’t work on me
This family needs this…for you, for your brother…we’re lost, we need to get back in control.
I’m not lost…this past year…for once, I feel like I have some control over me life, I know what I want to
do with me life and you’re saying I need help?
I feel so Godless, when me mum gets this way. I want to sing her a hymn sometimes—make it up, lay it at
her feet, so she maybe she’d listen a little more, something like:
Will you give it back? The light.
Will you allow me to fuck up?
Will you.
Will you?
You will.
Mother says this trip cures our ailment
Whatever ailment is—the priest is renowned.
Only holy land				
hand me over to God
What god? 				
Are you serious?
I’m not going				
mother please
Mother, please				
it’s my birthday
Going at it again, you’re coming.
That’s the end of that.
She bade me goodness but tells me I cannot come home unless I do these things in faith. I want her to understand, would God forgive me, if I just walked away a bit.
God forgive me?
Will you allow me control?
Will you?
You will.
Church taints my search for answers, the maggots eat my flesh, rotten—Mother, dealing the drug of salvation, I’m controlled powerless by what I cannot see Will you give it back? The light? Will grace uncover the
tampering? Stay the night. Night, stay/
The origin is a nightmare. I think of every sermon, every retreat, every time my mother couldn’t look into
my father’s eyes. How controlled we feel. How controlled & scared she is.
It comes out scattered dizzy in my mind, each thought, pulsing on the mood. How faith binds us, terrifies
us. What kind of God does not love the sinner?
If I am a sinner, here I come open hands, waiting for my turn.
I’m always conceding. & what remains insidious, how Godless I feel sometimes. Every wound opened up.
Sometimes when I go home, it’s walking on ice, cold-shoulder, mum always wondering where she went
wrong, if she went wrong. I cut the lines. I do my own thing. Like she did. Generational pull, rebellious, it
seems. But, I go to church every Sunday, I pray like no other one of my friends.
I stick around. I hold my place. I hold my place. I hold my place. Amen.
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Shawn Anto

Pursuit of Faith - Rachel Scherrer
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LOVE ON PLANET LONELY
		
After Ursula K. LeGuin
Embrace me. Wrap around me
spiraling electric in silent
waves washing the shores
of me. Speak to me of worlds
unknown, of love triumphant.
And, I embrace you. My arms
are strong and outstretched.

Mary C. Johansen

A garden is a promise is a promise is a promise
Years from now
I’ll tell you I had no idea
What was going on.
I looked for answers
In a journal filled with chicken scratch
Page after page after page
Shouted questions from the roof
Of the neighbor’s garage
Wrote letters on out-of-date newspapers
Chewed them up
And spit them out hoping the solution
Would be spelled in the wet fibers.
In the end
I opened a seed catalogue
Closed my eyes
Ordered what my finger landed on
Tilled and nourished tired soil
Pressed damp seeds into the palm of raised beds
Curled loose earth around this promise
Of something better tomorrow.
The answer came much later
When the seeds germinated
And I crouched to hold their gaze.
They all look the same at first—
Two tender leaves
Two extended arms
Reaching towards me
With what might be
The best answer we’ll ever get.
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Margot Nelson

RED BIRD
When she was a baby, fat old ladies pinched her cheeks and said, “My my…that’s the most beautiful child in the
whole wide world.” But times had changed. She was a thin wasted Popsicle melting on a stick. Her words spat out
in an angry whine about the multitude of wrongs done to her. Her mother drank and whored a path through her
dark childhood. Her father was a vague memory of loss followed by man after man using her like tissues pulled
out of a box clean and tossed away crumpled and gross. A golden child, she had then been mauled into the wreck
standing before me, hands stuck in the back pockets of dirty blue jeans that slid below her narrow hips. Her dirge
went on and on, polluting the space around me.
“Okay, that’s enough. Please stop talking.” I leaned forward, “What is it you want me to do?”
“Do?” Her eyes wandered around my house looking for pieces of herself. “Do? I don’t know what you can do. I
can’t pay my rent,” she cried. “My boyfriend stole all my stash. I’m sick and the doctors won’t give me any meds.
My feet hurt from having to walk over here and what the fuck did I come here for anyway.” She looked around
at me and my tidy world of regular meals and clean sheets. “There’s nothing here.” She looked over my shoulder
which was as close as she could get to my eyes, “I don’t know why I walked all the way over here. My friend said
you helped her, and I should come.”
I had an urge to take her face in my hands and spit in her eye. That would get her undivided attention. It would
also freak her out and then she’d shut down, which was worse than the hyper mess she was now. I needed her
open. She sank into the chair across from me poised for flight, scoping out paths of exit. She wore a stained tee
shirt and those dirty tight jeans with flip flops on grimy feet. Her hair was a tangle of streaks hanging in jagged
pieces around her head. Her eyes might once have been sparkling blue gems. Now those big orbs in that thin
angry face were cracked stones. I wondered how anyone could not cherish what those eyes had been.
I leaned over as close as I felt I could without spooking her and said, “What is it you’ve lost?” She swiveled her
head back to me, almost meeting my gaze, puzzling my words.
“I’ve lost everything. I heard you could make my life better. That you could fix everything up so bad shit would
stop happening to me.” She was almost crying as she had been almost crying for years for all she had lost.
“I think you misunderstood. I am a finder. I find things for people. If you can tell me what you’ve lost, I can find
it for you.” She glared at me suddenly, looking right at me, her pity for herself rechanneled into anger at me.
“Well, that’s no help to me. I haven’t lost anything. I just need help getting my life together. I need money and
a decent boyfriend and some good luck and a new landlord and my car fixed and something to help me sleep
and…” Yelling, she took in a sharp breath. “I just need a fucking break for a change.” I sat back and spread my
arms on the wood arms of a chair carved by a previous client. I watched the waves of aching sadness roll off her
while she continued with the song list of whatever might fill the hole in her tiny spirit and then I saw it, the thing
she’d lost that she didn’t know she’d lost because it was gone before she knew she had it. I closed my eyes, took
several deep breaths and reached out seeking. It was a tiny speck in a big wide space, but I kept on, with a clean
hot desire to change her story, and then I felt it, a faint pulse. I focused my whole self on that distant note until
it was clearer, stronger, closer, almost in reach and then, a tiny red bird fluttered in the space between us. It flew
around tweeting, until she stuttered to a stop and we looked across the room at this strangeness between us. The
bird cocked its head looking first at me and then to her. She sat, mouth open, and the tiny bird hovered in front
of her. Then, decided, it flew in a perfect circle around the room, tucked its tiny head down and flew straight at
the girl before she could jump or move or swing a hand up to bat it away. It flew straight through her tatty shirt
and into her chest which is when she jumped up and whooshed, “oh no!”
I sat back and watched her change as if a thousand tiny Michelangelo’s silently chipped away at rough stone
to release a form within while all the parts of her were remade. Her dull skin brightened and stretched to rosy
smoothness. She straightened her back, stretched her arms over her head, and shook herself as if waking from a
dream. The lines of anger and pain were crafted into the smooth face of a young girl with worlds ahead of her.
Finally, she looked at me with clear eyes, bright as a summer sky in a new world filled with oceans and breezes
and flowers and rolling hills and all the possibilities that one life could hold and her lips broke into a smile as she
shook her new self. “I need to get going. I have a lot of things to change.” She smiled down at me, grabbed her
bag and rushed out the door.

Rena Robinett
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Head down,
In a bleak hour;
- wet sand reflecting the sky,

David Mitchell

Music To Our Ears
Like a breath during pain – hope;
small
like a grain of rice, or fast like a lightning-strike in daylight or the clash
of a high-hat,
slow
like a tortoise smile or the swell of a Horse Chestnut bud
always fleeting but it beats the darkness.
If you catch sight of it, don’t watch it but coax it, court it, protect it
from being sober-minded, run your hand around it
and pluck it for all its worth.

Roger Hare
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Hope
is a scarf I am making
out of sunlight. Every day,
I drop a stitch, knit
some more. It's getting
very long now
but it keeps me warm.
Hope is a life raft
we live on full of ducttaped holes, a magic pill
I forget to take,
a tightrope I fall off
and have to get back on.
A pair of luminous
spectacles I keep losing,
a compass needle
I set each morning, even
though there are only
sea monsters in sight,
a kaleidoscope
for spinning shattered pieces
into patterns,
a crumpled map
we argue over
which way to hold.

Lucy Whitehead
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Spring on Silver - M.S. Evans

Onward - Tucker Lieberman

Lampyridae
I'm remembering
fireflies
in the forest's
moon-bereft
night pocket
one beacon
igniting
a scintillation
that rises
from mulch
I’m remembering
to hope
to signal
for light
in the darkness

Amy Raeburn

sometimes
it only takes the sight of terracotta tiles
against a cobalt sky to feel elsewhere.
to cast open tall windows and sit lizard-still
on a balcony sipping black coffee, head tilted
toward the sea, longing for a breeze.
hope is a form of longing that sails
through many houses. For now, it’s
in the seventh, a blessed visitor
in disguise infusing each movement with
desire, subtle as a lemon wedge in water.

the tea company

in the hour you didn't
spend with me
I made some tea
camomile
I left the crumbs
from earlier's bread
to the counter
the sunset sky is streaked with jewel-toned
impasto, ridges thick enough to climb.
and mopped up
among clouds we finally exhale,
the unprepared silence
breath blooming into each other.
I read some poems
the promenade’s scattered lights guide
that I didn't understand
my lips around your body’s coastline
and couldn't decide
and we rejoice with eyes closed,
what I
both lingering before the descent
was missing
from this reverse ladder to the stars.
or what they
were missing
Jennifer Brough
so I let them slither off
I held the tea cup
it warmed my hands
I placed it on my shelf-belly
it bobbed up
and down slowly
on my lung boat
as though I had
breathed it to life
in return for a warmth
which would never have been
had you spent the hour
it lies in the shadow of an outstretched hand
on sand, among fresh prawns in tomato sauce
and pale straw wine that turns in
clinking glasses. hope rises from the table
to leave us gleaming in its wake.
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Jemma Walsh

Gold
The beautiful human tendency to simultaneously believe Things are worse than they are And yet not as bad as they
seem Until the yapping dogs of ill fate Graduate From ankle biters To fangs-in-your-face-ers and Bite into your last
meal because
Insult has always tasted better with injury
I dreamt myself a man, and I Followed an arrow as it flew, sure, into His heart and Blood gushed forth like a cracking spring An arrow in the neck An arrow through the stomach Until plasma slipped from him like a Lake slips into a
stream
He hung there, pinned by his arrows Consumed by this very worst thing until His blood began to glow gold with
mourning dawn Lifting his body like a fresh sun in the sky Looking as bright and shiny as the first ever lemon His now
ichored body too glorious for me
He rested, finally, under a lotus tree, Smiling For after this time of the blood stained renaissance, He knew everything
He could feel every connection between every combination of people Who could ever possibly connect with the other
Which is the opposite of loneliness
Which is what we all want
I dreamt a child upon a roof Ashen and screaming for the house is on fire And I was her mother, with my own fire
smeared face With open arms from the ground, I cry I'll catch you But the child continues to cry, her arms wrapped
around her earthly comforts She will not jump
We scramble for the ladder Scramble for the ladder As the smokes chokes the sky to maroon And the stars peek their
eyes through it, to witness this fumbling catastrophe Jump my Love, jump in my arms And we scramble for the ladder
Till those destiny dogs arrive again Licking her hands and her face in affection And in my dream I cried out As she rode
their warm backs into an apocalypse coloured sky And I lost my lotus tree and my blood was not gold.

Greta GIbson
Honeyberry
Recessed in the asphalt esplanade sulks a rectangle with rounded corners, two arms long, one hop
wide. Inlaid with careful regular pavement stones, the rocky patch drowns in a hard, dull sea, a
cartoon island almost: perfectly centered stands a young tree. His slender, bifurcated branches reach
up toward the firmament as if to distance himself as far as possible from the hostile, impermeable
plane. A stance reminiscent of flight, not fight.
I must have passed him often, as he was implanted in my neighborhood more than a year ago. But
with one thing or another, hasty walks by moonlight after work, sunset-salmon altocumuli frolicking
shepherded by Venus, flocklets of ducklings braving the river for the first time, bold shady linden
trees, I only noticed him on a dreary pre-spring Sunday afternoon when nobody was about but heavy
rainclouds.
Once I met him, really saw him, I could not get him out of my mind. Shipwrecked on that bare
stony plot, stranded among dog feces and scant offerings of discarded plastic, I imagined his roots
stretch as desperately down for anchor and nourishment in lonely struggle, as his twigs strained up to
hold on to the sky. This tree grew through my idle moments and pleached my sleepless hours.
Two calls to the municipal gardens department, a personal aptitude interview on-site, and a small
pile of paperwork later, I have now officially adopted “my” tree. His name is Celtis australis, and his
many nicknames sound like the adventurous travels that brought him north from his native warm
shores: European nettle tree, Mediterranean hackberry, honeyberry tree. His very presence sends a
message: he heralds reshaped times, a change of guard rolled out on redrawn maps. Adapted to tolerate drought, polluted air, and a warmer climate, the upright honeyberry is expected to easy-breezily
assimilate into this steady, futuring town.
My task now is his company. Away with the square cobbles, away with poop and polymers. Fresh soil
and seeds of native flowers. A honeyed home for bees and ants, a promised isle for worms and flies,
for beetles, snails, and moths. A biotope for urban fungi, myriad more soil microbes. A harbor for
strained city eyes if they stray from the screens. This tiny future makes me skip with joy, throw wide
my arms, embrace the nettled world with its sweet trees.
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Pax Morrigan

Coconut Breeze - Stephen Carbon
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Prisms - Stephen Carbon

Feast on your life
On early mornings, the bird’s song is sweetest
and like an earnest lover’s sigh, the music fleets from its throat.
In the midst of your despair, when the doubt is thickest,
when the hurt has formed a deft coalition,
and your troubled eyes dampen the pillow
this undeniable music of hope will be sweetly sung
by the lark that sits faithfully by your heart’s window
And as the day is used to breaking; as the wind is used to blowing,
and the sun is used to sitting on whichever cloud it favours
You shall take a deep, necessary, life-giving breath,
You shall get up and with eyes unlatched, step into your life.
You shall reflect on your goodness as you stand at the mirror,
become a child in your own mothering arms,
And say to your tender, breakable heart- I love you so dearly
Your throat shall leap with its own joyful song
and a bounteous meal of self-worthiness, you shall prepare.
At the table of your own thanksgiving,
you shall sit and feast on your life.

Ifeoma Nnewuihe

At the Grocery
Mother dropped a jar of pickles,
glass shattered, vinegar scurried
to corners and cracks.
Mother and I wanted
to grab those shards,
put that jar back together.
We watched a man
sweep each broken bit,
mop the floor as if bathing a child.
Here, we wanted to say, over here,
sprinkle water over us, baptize us
in a new life, cleanse us
from past mistakes.

Robin Wright
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These poems are part of a collection called “Tyler, how are you,” which
explores emotion and incarceration, culled from a decade of letters from
Tyler’s brother, who is incarcerated.

150 Mph Winds
allow for construction
Protein

I’m still
between pay on jobs,
unable to buy protein
so now they tell me what to eat.

new.

something

Winds are
good:
the weak strengthens,
dead becomes
new,
garbage blows
away.

Was getting
150
grams
of protein,
now I’m lucky to
get
50.
Once I get
caught
up on
things

I hope I can afford a little
more protein.
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Tyler Dempsey

BRAIN TEASER
A human skull, freshly boiled, lies on a plinth. To one side of it a manila envelope rests, on the other a metal table with
the following objects: a hammer, watchmaker’s tiny toolkit, brand new circular saw, reel of golden thread, 1.25kg of
chickpeas, two blue lab coats, safety goggles, clingfilm and 1.6L of water.
The words OPEN ME are written in thick, black ink on the brown envelope.
Two medical students stand next to the plinth, unaware they are being recorded. The boy, dressed in a suit and tie that is
slightly too big for him, picks up the envelope and runs his finger jerkily along the seam.
––Alas, poor Yorick! ––the girl says, tossing her curls and planting her feet to finish her soliloquy as she picks up the
skull.
––Put it down, you’ll only break it ––the boy says, as he studies the contents of the envelope.
Disarticulate the skull, you have 24 hours. All the items are at your disposal.
––What’s with the chickpeas? ––the girl asks as she tosses the skull into the air and catches it in the other hand. The boy
swiftly takes it from her, it’s heavier than he expected. He traces the suture lines with a finger following the fissures and
notches, fossae and processes.
––Chickpeas expand in water don’t they? ––she says, picking a stray bit of crisp from a molar, whilst wielding the circular
saw like a weapon.
––You’re right, they do ––he says turning the skull over to look at the gaping black hole of the foramen magnum.
––You’ve only gone and…
The boy holds the skull upside down, wraps clingfilm around the outside and waits patiently until the penny drops. The
girl’s mouth hangs open for a moment; then her eyes widen and she grabs the chickpeas and empties them in to the upturned skull, followed by the water. The boy carefully rests it on the plinth.
––Would’ve been a lot easier if we used this ––the girl says picking up and twirling the hammer, like a baton.
The boys initial eye roll turns into a smile.
They stand for a while and wait, some meters apart. She pretends to play Hacky Sack, her sweatpants hanging half way
down her bum before she hitches them up.
Exasperated by his exam partner the boy sits on the floor and she follows him. Before long they are chatting about campus life and who’s with who, all the latest gossip. They have more in common than they thought.
The clock ticks, hours pass and nothing happens. The girl gets up and studies the skull. She pokes it with a finger.
––Hey, don’t. We’ve just got to wait it out.
She rocks back on her heels and exhales a long, frustrated breath.
––God this is boring ––she says. ––Look at this!
The girl promptly lifts up her arms and throws herself into a handstand, all the blood draining to her head. With eyes
bulging she smiles and sticks out her tongue.
––You’re an idiot ––he says, trying not to laugh.
Her body remains inverted for a few minutes but then she begins to wobble, starting to tip towards the plinth on which
the skull rests, brim full of chickpeas.
––No! ––he screams and leaps up, pushing her legs away as she collapses in a giggling heap. ––It’s like you want to fail.
He sits down, arms crossed like a shield.
She waits it out. Walks around the lab and pretends to look at body parts suspended in formaldehyde, foetuses arrested in
development.
When she judges he has cooled off she sits behind him. They rest back to back. The girl whistles quietly at first, he recognises The Flight of the Bumblebee as she slowly builds to a virtuoso crescendo, until he groans and she abruptly stops.
As the daylight fades, their eyelids grow heavy. Soon they sleep, tired heads lolling.
Chickpeas swell and sutures part.
At dawn they wake, sunlight filtering through the glass roof to where they lie, cradled in each other’s arms. Faces flushed
they jump apart, before they even think to look at the skull. Blinking they try to avoid each other’s eye before they finally
approach the plinth. Taking care not to disturb anything they move as if it were a crime scene. The skull lies in pieces,
disarticulated into perfect bone islands, on a sea of swollen chickpeas that look like tiny human brains.
When they realise what they have done they turn towards each other, his laughter surfacing like air trapped in water,
before she silences it with a kiss.

Elliot North
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I will find hope again. She will be resting in the heat of spring soil – in the steam of my morning coffee – in the
stretch of muscle and crevice of my dimples when I smile again. Hope is sherbet on my tongue, bubbling and
sweet and sour. She lingers. I will search for her in the breath of the monsters under the bed – in the smoke from
the vanilla scented candle flame – in the warble of the wren as it hops down the fence. It may be cliché on cliché
on cliché but she will never die, will rise from the storm in the rainbow, she will be reborn, reborn, reborn. I will
eat these photocopied mantras for my breakfast until she blooms in my stomach. I will find hope again.
She will find me.
Elizabeth Kemball

Shangri-la- Dai Fry
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Almost - Jennifer Brough
Making Time
‘I’m making time,’ whispered my friend
I did not understand
I did not comprehend
The voice was not his
The voice was not mine
The voice came from another place in time
I made my way
The way that is
Searching and hoping to find the place in time
I say what I say
Hoping I know the way
More than the watchman hopes for the light of day
Waiting patiently for the sign
Crossing the ancient path finally I find
I did not even realise
I was making time.

Jacob Browne
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Ricky Garni
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We dance
“First, you’re going to pivot. When you turn back around you’re going to pick up your money off the floor,” Heather says, demonstrating the next dance move, a lunge to one side with
a single hand touching the floor - “picking up the money.” My class follows her, laughter
crinkling our eyes as we try out the move with Britney Spears’ "Work Bitch" interrogating us
in the background. “After this move, you’re going to turn around and bend down to scoop
up all your money,” she says, legs spread wide, head down, and hands brushing the floor
inward, “and then you’re going to stand up, but your head comes up first. Got it?” Her pink
ponytail snaps as she stands up. “Alright, let’s start from the beginning, biiiiig hip circles!
Move that booty!” And in that moment it did not matter what kind of body we inhabited, it
did not matter that my body had been feeling like betrayal, and it did not matter that I had
never felt enough: we were the bad bitches moving higher and higher and higher.
“If your hands aren’t somewhere on your body, you’re doing it wrong!” she yells into the
on-ear microphone the following week, blasting us with sensuality while Attention by
Todrick Hall plays loud enough to convince me I just might be inside a club watching my ex
again, throwing my earrings off, doing squats, and being a bad bitch. Heather sexy-walks to
the music, teaching us the next 8-count with her knees high and her hands grazing her hips
all the way up to her pink-haired ponytail, eyes closed, while Todrick struts up to the dance
floor. She opens her eyes and pauses the music, turning to us and, out of breath, she mandates: “When in doubt, twerk!” The women who fill the room nod with laughter cornering
their air-thirsty mouths. “Move those sexy bodies!” we hear. We, of all types of bodies. And
we dance, moving through recently taught 8-counts of poses, kick-ball changes, pivots, and
body rolls as Todrick tells the fuckboys to talk to his hand. We dance, a gorgeously motley
group of women who have never danced before, as Heather leads us at the front of the
room. Our bodies twerk unabashedly as 6pm hits and Heather turns off the lights, yelling,
“It’s dance jam after hours!” We are effing 10s. In the last 30 minutes, we go through the full
routine, twerking through what we do not remember, and glancing at each others awkward
limbs for direction on the next step. Heather lip-synchs as Todrick says, “Girl, goddamn,”
and we dance, and we don’t stop, don’t stop, don’t stop.

Sarosh Nandwani
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Sasha Saben Callaghan

After the End of a Long Day - Robin Wright

In this time of uncertainty we hope you are all keeping safe and well and that our little issue can
bring you a touch of hope and maybe a bit of joy. - Beth Longman & Elizabeth Kemball.
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Thanks to all those who contribute to and read Re-Side, we appreciate the ever-growing
support. We hope you are all staying as safe and well as possible in this difficult time.
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